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That dreaded S-word…yes, shoplifting. We all hear
about it. We all know it affects retailers. Why should we care?

Shoplifting in General
Linda Balder, President of Retail Loss Solutions of St. Paul
states, “According to the latest National Retail Security
Survey, published by Dr. Richard Hollinger, Professor of
Criminology from the University of Florida, retail losses cost
retailers $33.5 billion last year, down from $36.5 billion in 2008.
According to the survey, retailers lost $11.7 billion to
shoplifting which was 35 percent of total losses.” Balder
further discusses that a poll taken by the National Retailers
Association indicates a decrease in organized retail crime
due to the improvement we have seen in the economy.
(Organized retail crime is groups of individuals who obtain
retail merchandise through theft and fraud in large
quantities.)

These losses impact everyone involved in a business from the
owner to the employee, to the vendor, to the customer.
Balder states that, “employees generally react to a
shoplifting incident as a personal loss. They care about their
store and can become frustrated when they see it happen.
In addition, if the employees are not trained on prevention
strategies or do not understand what to do in these types of
situations, it exposes the retailer to unnecessary civil
litigation. The good news is that training employees to utilize
their company selling standards will promote a positive
customer experience (including increased sales) and
prevent shoplifting. Educating the employees is vital to
reducing loss. Employees need to understand they do make
a difference in the prevention of shoplifting in their store.
There is also a safety risk when handling a shoplifting
incident. When employees focus on prevention of
shoplifting, it promotes a safe shopping environment for

Location: Highway 110, Mendota Heights, MN
Month/Year Opened: Mendota Plaza originally opened in 1970,
redeveloped in 2010 with a remodel and expansion
Owner: Mendota Mall Associates, LLP
Managing Agent: Paster Enterprises
Center Manager: Anne Jeske
Leasing Agent: Richard Jahnke, Jeff Horstmann, Mark Robinson:
Paster Enterprises (651) 646-7901
Architect: DLR Group KKE
Construction Contractor: Benson-Orth Associates Inc.
GLA: 60,425 sf (Phase one)Current Occupancy: 70% # of Stores: 14
Anchor Tenants: Walgreens, Tuesday Morning, Teresa’s Mexican
Restaurant
Market Area Served: Mendota Heights, West St. Paul, Eagan
Construction Style: Brick with stone and metal accents
Additional Facts/Narrative: The updated center features an
improved parking lot and a new brick façade. A new 14,820 sf
stand alone Walgreens building is currently under construction.
Plans for future phases include additional retail buildings, senior
housing, office space and a childcare facility.

Snapshot

What it Means for You and the
Customer; and Prevention Tips for this
Holiday Season

Mendota Plaza
Shopping Center
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both the customer and the employee and
has a positive impact on the bottom line.”

Retailer losses are passed on to customers
through increased prices. Customers can
develop perceptions of unsafe shopping
environments (where theft is known to have
occurred), and customers will share this
information with their friends. Balder also
explains that this type of word of mouth—
bad press—can ultimately negatively
impact a company’s brand and livelihood.

Prevention
How can we prevent shoplifting? The
number one deterrent to shoplifting is
customer service. Amateur and professional
shoplifters alike are less likely to steal when
greeted by an employee and when
employee follow up occurs during a
shopping visit. In over 20 years of retail
management and 10 years with Chuck &
Don’s, I have seen a dramatic reduction in
theft when customer service is made a top
priority. Chuck & Don’s shrinkage
percentage of shoplifting was reduced
from over 2% in 2000, down to 0.2% in 2009.

Balder indicates a primary technique in
prevention is to eliminate the opportunity.
Following company standards with regard to
customer service, safety, and operations will
greatly reduce shoplifting occurrences.
Chuck & Don’s has benefitted from Retail Loss
Solutions as a business partner and Balder’s
advice by drafting internal standards with
regard to shoplifting prevention.

Warning signs of shoplifters:

� Roving eyes – shoplifters watch you,
rather than looking at product (Balder
indicates that this is the number one
indicator that a person may be
attempting to shoplift.)

� Carrying open boxes, shopping bags,
large purse, backpack, coat folded
over arm.

� Wearing oversized coats, especially
when the weather does not call for it.

� Making quick movements, appearing
nervous and making quick glances.

� Wandering around the store and not
wanting assistance.

� Entering the store at opening or prior to
closing, hoping to take advantage of
employees completing store tasks.

� Spending an extended period of time in
a section of the store or dressing room.

� Shopping in groups – one person splitting
and keeping the employee busy, or part
of the group keeping the employee
busy. Purposely distracting employees to
allow dishonest activity to occur.

� Visiting the store on a regular basis,
rarely purchasing product.

� Creating a disturbance as a decoy.
� Finding empty peg hooks, empty

packages, product moved to another
location, peeled price tags, untagged
items, or worn product.

Some tips to help prevent loss include:

� Employees wear a name tag and be
present on the sales floor.

� Greet all customers.
� Follow all internal customer service

standards.
� Comment on customers who enter the

location with large bags or packages
(e.g. “It looks like you have been busy
shopping today!”).

� Sufficient interior and exterior lighting.
� Be aware of what is happening in the

store at all times. Who is on duty, how
many customers are in the store, what
are you supposed to be doing?

� Maintain an organized sales floor with
consistent facing of the store product.

� Maintain clear pathways, with no
blocked aisles or obstructed views.

� Communicate with your team – have a
code word that indicates potential
theft occurring.

� Follow internal standards on how to
address shoplifting when witnessed or
after the fact.

Predictions for this holiday season
We hear and read the news that retailers
are making changes to inventory levels,
increasing hiring, and starting sales before
“Black Friday.” While our economy is
rebounding, retailers understand these are
still challenging economic times, and in
their efforts to improve earnings, one of the
most important initiatives to improve profits
will be to prevent loss, including shoplifting.
Shoplifters use the internet and online
auction sites to distribute stolen
merchandise which makes it much easier
for them to convert the merchandise to
cash.



Marbles: The Brain Store offers over
250 products to stimulate and
strengthen the brain including

books, games, puzzles and software
programs. Marbles was started by Lindsay
Gaskins with the simple idea of finding the
best brain games out there and putting
them all in one place. Marbles offers more
than products for aging baby boomers
concerned about memory loss and victims
of brain disorders like stroke, Alzheimer’s,
dementia and ADHD. It also offers products
for anyone who wants to improve focus
and attention, enhance creativity and
become better multi-taskers. In short,
Marbles helps you get
the most out of the
smartest
supercomputer in the
world: the brain.

They quickly learned
mental stimulation
can play a valuable
role in helping the
brain stay healthy
and potentially delay
or prevent the onset
of cognitive decline.
They also found the
brain could be
affected much earlier in life by cognitive
stimulation and realized there were
implications for all ages. The goal was to
create a place where people could find
new, engaging activities to keep their
brains active and also to learn about the
brain.

Marbles started by opening a kiosk in May
2008, which unfortunately, did not fare well

due largely to limited space. However, the
customers loved the concept and products
so they opened their first bricks and mortar
store downtown Chicago in October 2008.
The initial store was a success, and they
now have five stores in Illinois.

Marble’s Minnesota locations include the
Mall of America and Rosedale Center. In
December, Marbles opens its third
Minnesota location at Eden Prairie Center.
Marbles targeted Minnesota for expansion
as Minnesotans tend to be proactive with
their health and have similar
demographics, education levels and a
medical community similar to Chicago.

Marbles stores are
corporately owned
and their store contains
approximately 1,500 sf.
Marbles plans to open
four additional stores in
2010, as well as pursue
product development
and program
development
opportunities. Their
primary customer base
is the educated,
affluent female
between ages 30 – 50.

Since their customers often spend time
lingering in the store, Marbles prefers co-
tenants like bookstores, office/paper stores,
and other unique “gadget” retailers.

For more information, please visit
www.marblesthebrainstore.com.
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by Mark Norman, Regis CorporationRising Star

Have you ever wanted
to change something
and just couldn’t quite
get it together? This
month’s book could help
you get going. Switch:
How to Change Things
When Change Is Hard by
Chip Heath and Dan
Heath lays out a system
for incorporating this
change in your life.

The authors believe that
change is hard and
often feared. In order to
change behavior you
need to: 1) change that
person’s situation; 2)
acknowledge that
change is exhausting;
and 3) provide clear
direction as to how the
change will be
accomplished. The
method is to find the
balance between our
drives and our reason.

In order to visualize the
change consider your
rational self as the
“rider,” your emotional
self as the headstrong
“elephant” and the
change as the “path.” It
is up to us to consider
how the rider can steer
the elephant through the
correct path in order to
achieve change.

The authors suggest that
this approach can help
you stay on your diet as
well as incorporate new
policies in the workplace.
The key seems to be in
acknowledging that you
have these two systems
within yourself, or your
staff, that might be in
conflict.

by Judy Lawrence,
Kraus-Anderson Realty
Company

Small Talk

Bookmark:
Marbles: The Brain Store

LOOKING FOR A FEW GOODWRITERS

The MSCA newsletter committee is looking for a few new
members to help us produce future issues of MSCA Connection.
We are seeking people with fresh ideas and strong writing ability
who are looking for a fun way to get more involved in MSCA.
Time commitment is minimal. Please contact Stacey Bonine for
more information.



�� Mathnasium, a learning center focused completely on improving
math skills, opened in the Woodbury Village Shopping Center on
November 1.

�� Downtown Minneapolis restaurant Solera was sold in November
to a subsidiary of the Hennepin Avenue Opportunity Fund, a privately-
held company. The Spanish-style restaurant and events center will be
managed by Graves Hospitality Corp., which operates the nearby
Graves 601 Wyndam Grand Collection hotel and its restaurants,
Cosmos and Bradstreet Craftshouse.

�� Sauce Pizza & Wine in the Shops at West End has closed.
The owners also operate the adjacent Rojo Mexican Grill, which
will take over the space for overflow seating and private parties.

�� St. Paul’s Little Szechuan has just leased a spot for a
second location in the Shops at West End, next to Cooper Pub &
Restaurant.

�� Burger Time opened its first Minnesota location in
October in White Bear Lake in 2,160 sf in an existing strip center
owned by Mainstreet Crossings LLC of Wayzata. Burger Time
specializes in extra-large-sized food, and a second store will
open next month in Apple Valley.

�� Walgreens has opened a new store at Civic Center
Drive & 11th Ave. NW in Rochester. The new store has a 11,144 sf
sales floor and a 2,587 sf mezzanine.

�� Total Hockey has opened an 8,689 sf store in the
Ridgedale Festival retail center at 14200 Wayzata Boulevard in
Minnetonka.

�� Blackbird, which was destroyed by fire in February,
reopened in a new location at 3800 Nicollet Avenue S.

�� The owners of Bryant Lake Bowl, Barbette and Red Stag
Supper Club are converting the former Casey’s Bar into Pat’s
Tap at 3510 Nicollet Ave. S. Pat’s Tap will offer local microbrews,
organic wines, full liquor and a traditional bar menu.

�� Dogwood Café, specializing in brewed-to-order coffees
and espressos with an ever-changing variety of coffee varietals,
opened in Calhoun Square in November.

�� Palomino in Minneapolis is closing in December and being
replaced withCrave, which is scheduled to open in April.

�� The owner of The Lyndale Tap openedWhisky Park, an urban
country bar, in the space that formerly housed The Lodge Bar in
downtown Minneapolis at 11 S. 5th Street.

�� The owners of Maynard’s have now openedMalone’s Bar &
Grill at 12635 Elm Creek Blvd N. in Maple Grove.

�� Lake Wine & Cheese opened at 404 W. Lake St. in Minneapolis.
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M A R K E T
Events

Dec 7 Year-End Ceremonies,
STARRSM Awards
(afternoon/evening)

Dec 16 Third Thursdays Networking
Jan 5 Retail Focus
Jan 20 Third Thursdays Networking
Feb 2 Development/

Redevelopment
Feb 17 Third Thursdays Networking

For more info, please log on to
www.msca-online.com
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Primary Career Focus: Manage design professionals and contractors and manage site
due diligence process for Oppidan Projects. Grow relationships with clients and tenants.
Hometown: Minnetonka, MN
Education: Civil Engineering, University of Iowa
Family: Married with three kids – two sons, ages 5 and 3; daughter, 6 months.
Hobbies: Skiing, waterskiing, golfing, windsurfing (mostly before I had kids…)
Very First Job: Painting boiler rooms
Dream Job: Snow ski guide in the mountains
Secret Talent: Helicopter (breakdance move)
Favorite Food: Steak
Favorite Book: Undaunted Courage
Favorite Movie: Tombstone
Favorite Quote: “What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger”
Mentor: Jim Ryan
Favorite Place Traveled: Alaska

Primary Career Focus: Retail Leasing – landlord representation
Hometown: St. Paul
Education: BS, St Cloud State University. Go Huskies!
Family: Husband Marc, 3-yr-old chocolate lab Rocky Guinness Garcia
Hobbies: Reading, running, volunteering, drinking wine (yes that is a hobby to some!)
Very First Job: Cashier at Stephen’s Market in IGH
Dream Job: Host of a travel channel show
Secret Talent: I can speak German
Favorite Food: Sushi
Favorite Book: Million Little Pieces
Favorite Movie: Gone with the Wind, Annie
Favorite Quote: “The day always goes the way the corners of your mouth turn”
Favorite Place Traveled: Anywhere in Europe, especially Germany to see my family
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Jesseka Doherty
Mid-America Real Estate-MN, LLC

Pat Barrett
Oppidan, Inc.

Member Profiles

W A T C H

As with much of our industry, 2010 was a year of
evolution for the STARRSM Awards program.
Blessed with an innovative committee of 14

MSCA members, the group took into account major trends and
modified the 2010 Awards to fit our shifting market.

Although down from the boom years of the mid-2000’s, the 2010
awards featured 32 strong project nominations from 14 different
cities across the metro area and the state of MN. Consistent with some of the broad shifts
in the development arena, most of our entries involved redevelopment projects in
“proven” urban markets with more stable and predictable demographics. The committee
has also taken note of the noticeable shift toward the use of reused materials and
sustainable building methods in many of the entries. Both of these shifts are anticipated to
be the “norm” in the much of the development we see in the next five years and possibly
beyond.

These nominations were judged by a talented (and soaking wet) group of seven real
estate professionals, representing seven unique industry disciplines. Our STARRSM Awards
event, once again held in early December at Golden Valley Country Club, is MSCA’s year-
end wrap-up and a favorite networking event. It is also a great chance for everyone to
say goodbye to 2010.

Committee Chat by Tony Barranco, Ryan Companies US, Inc.

STARRSM Awards
December 16, 2010
3 Squares Restaurant
12690 Arbor Lakes Parkway
Maple Grove, MN 55369

Hosts: Deb Carlson,
Cushman & Wakefield of
Minnesota, Inc. and Anita
Johnson, Kraus-Anderson
Companies

“Third
Thursdays”

Don’t forget: RenewyourMSCAmembership by January 28, 2011!

Happy
Holidays
from the

MSCA Staff!
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by Dana Andresen, Chuck & Don’s Pet Food OutletProgram Recap

2010 STATE OF RETAIL:
Retail Real Estate Report

The 2010 State of Retail Real Estate
Report Program provided an
entertaining overview of this year’s

Minnesota real estate activity from the
three perspectives of our speakers: Dan
McElroy, Minnesota Department of
Economic Development; John Johannson,
Welsh Companies; and Eric Bjelland,
NorthMarq.

Upon reciting some fun ‘economist’ quotes,
including one by George Bernard Shaw: “If
all the economists were laid end to end,
they would not reach a conclusion,” Dan
stated emphatically that he “is not an
economist.” Dan discussed our longest
recession in history and its impact in
Minnesota.

We learned that recessions have three
primary measurements: depth, duration,
and dispersion. In other words, how bad do
they get, how long do they last, and how
broadly are they shared in the economy?

He provided statistics that demonstrated
the severity of this recession, such as:

� Personal income in Minnesota was
lower in 2009 than in 2008

� Minnesota unemployment was three
times higher than the U.S. average in
2008

� Significant job loss
� Increased work week

Encouraging signs include temporary
agencies hiring back workers, hours being
extended, and that Minnesota is
outperforming U.S. averages in
unemployment rates, retail sales growth,
and household income.

John Johannson commented on
expanding retailers (Best Buy, WalMart,
Staples), those who are alive and well
(Target, Costco, Best Buy, PetSmart), and

the question marks (Sears, Kmart,
Blockbuster, Borders, the Office stores – Max
and Depot) who are either dead, dying or
going bankrupt. John discussed the impact
of competition and the failure of
competitors in the linen, movie rental, and
electronics categories.

Some industry leaders are considering “B”
real estate, are not stretching for deals, and
most landlords no longer grant kick-outs or
co-tenancy. The days of retailers pioneering
trade areas are gone. The game of musical
chairs is reversed from five retailers and two
chairs to two retailers and five chairs. The
question remains: Is the current status the
new normal or will Minnesota return to a
dynamic and expanding industry?

Eric Bjelland completed our overview by
discussing the capital market. This past
year, lack of consumer confidence resulted
in reduced risk taking which resulted in
reduced rewards overall. Equity markets
have seen recovery, but where do we put
our money?

Eric discussed options for real estate
including asset classes (office, multi-family,
retail, light industrial) and investments (debt,
fee simple, and REIT) and provided an
overview in the change in the capital stack,
with 2010 seeing more options. We are
seeing competition for debt which is a
positive sign. Some large deals closed in
Minnesota in 2010, and in outlining his
projections for the incoming congress, Eric
expressed heartfelt hope for recovery,
extending the Bush tax cuts, and clearing
up some of the national debt.

November program speakers: l to r
Eric Bjelland, NorthMarq
John Johannson, Welsh Companies
Dan McElroy, Department of
Employment and Economic
Development (DEED)
Ronn Thomas, NorthMarq (moderator)

November
Professional
Showcase

Concierge Landscape
Environments specialize in
property manager
solutions for landscape
and snow maintenance.
They successfully care for
large sites throughout the
metro.

Concierge Landscape
Environments gave away
a $100 Best Buy gift card.
Congratulations to the
winner, Anita Johnson!

It is to your benefit to keep
your MSCA online profile
up to date. The MSCA
online directory is one of
the most popular features
on the website. Other
members can look up
your contact information
from our site. If your profile
isn’t up to date, this may
be a difficult task.

Visit www.msca-
online.com, log in with
your member ID and
password, and click
Account Settings and
Profile. You will be able to
modify settings for your
MSCA online member
profile: update
membership bio, provide
a new personal photo,
update your address and
company information or
change your password.

Small Talk

Your MSCA
Website Tip:
Update Your
Member Profile
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shoppesatarborlakes.com | 763.424.0504

RECEIVE A $25 GIFT CARD TO POTTERY BARN®*

JUST FOR SHOPPING WITH US!
Spend $150 at any Shoppes at Arbor Lakes stores or restaurants and bring your sameday receipts to 

The Shoppes’ Guest Services in order to receive your gift card to Pottery Barn, beginning December 3rd.
Receipts must be dated and presented between December 3rd and 17th, 2010. 

*Limit one free Pottery Barn gift card per person, while supplies last.  

{shopping}
festive. holiday. 

*Pottery Barn is a registered trademark of Williams-Sonoma, Inc. 
The gift card may be used for making purchases at Pottery Barn,
pottery barn kids,® PBteen,® west elm,® and Williams-Sonoma.® It may 
not be redeemed for cash or applied as payment to any account, 
unless required by law. Pottery Barn does not accept responsibility 
for cards lost, damaged or stolen, or any unauthorized use of cards. 
Acceptance of the card constitutes acceptance of these terms and 
conditions, which may change at any time.

The National Retail Federation’s Annual
Fraud Survey reported that the industry
will lose an estimated $3.68 billion to
return fraud this holiday season. This is
an increase from $2.74 billion last year.
Retailers must look for the balance
between a customer-friendly return
policy and preventing criminals from
taking advantage of relaxed return
policies, during this gift-giving time of
year.

According to the survey, the most
common form of return fraud was the
return of stolen merchandise, followed
by individuals who return used (non-
defective) merchandise they wore to a
holiday event. The refund fraud amount
also includes employee return fraud,
merchandise purchased on fraudulent
or stolen credit cards/checks, and the
use of counterfeit receipts to return
merchandise.

Overall this season provides hopes for
moving further toward economic
recovery. If retailers perform due
diligence, reduced loss from shoplifting
will only add to their seasonal profitability.

For further information, contact Retail
Loss Solutions at 651-442-9583.

Retailers and Shoplifting - continued

Black Friday Weekend Sees Bigger Crowds

According to a National Retail Federation survey
conducted by BIGresearch, more shoppers visited stores
and websites over Black Friday weekend—and spent
more—than a year ago.

According to the survey, 212 million shoppers visited
stores and websites over Black Friday weekend, up from
195 million last year. People also spent more, with the

average shopper spending $365.34, up from last year’s $343.31. Total
spending reached an estimated $45.0 billion.

Many retailers opened their doors earlier than ever, and eager shoppers
followed suit. According to the survey, the number of people who began
their Black Friday shopping at midnight tripled this year from 3.3% last year
to 9.5% in 2010. In fact, by 4 am, nearly one-fourth of Black Friday shoppers
were already at the stores. The number of people who shop on
Thanksgiving—both online and in stores—has doubled over the past five
years, from 10.3 million in 2005 to 22.3 million in 2010.

Both department stores and clothing stores saw healthy increases in traffic,
while the percentage of people who shopped at discounters declined
7.2%, from 43.2% last year to 40.3% this year. The percentage of people who
shopped online during Black Friday weekend rose 15.2% from 28.5% last
year to 33.6% this year.

Black
Friday

www.shoppesatarborlakes.com
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Looking to replace your
HVAC system?

Need to repave your
parking lot?

Planning to install a
new security system?

If you need bids fast, one phone
call is all it takes to help get your
project off the ground.

Call 888-720-1710
Get connected to the people
and products you need now!

thebluebook.com/myprojectteam

http://www.htg-architects.com/
www.thebluebook.com/myprojectteam



